Today, most scientists regard the term “mutation” as a description of a change in an individual gene, and more precisely as some minute alteration of the DNA of that gene, especially a nucleotide substitution. But the idea of mutation has changed considerably from the pre-Mendelian concepts of Darwin’s generation, who viewed “fluctuating variations” as the raw material on which evolution acted, to today’s up-to-the-minute genomic context of mutation. Mutation: The History of an Idea from Darwin to Genomics explores six generations of mutation research, providing the background—the people and the ideas—for this biological journey.

After exploring Darwin’s and Francis Galton’s concepts of mutation, Carlson shows how the 1900 rediscovery of Gregor Mendel’s experiments led to a discontinuous model of evolution by mutation and how cytological investigations led to the chromosome theory of heredity of classical genetics in which there was random mutation in genes. Carlson details how Mendelian and biometric approaches to heredity and evolution were closely tied and how induction of mutations by radiation and chemical mutagens led to biochemical investigations of gene action, shifting attention to the chemistry of the gene. The interpretation of the gene as DNA and the deciphering of the genetic code then gave rise to molecular interpretations of mutation, views that also impacted evolutionary biology, population genetics, commercial development of plants and animals, and human genetics.

This book shows how generational definitions or assessments of mutation have responded to the technologies added to science and the experiments that abounded with the inquiries of each successive generation. These observations are combined with an exploration of how the nonscientific public has shifted its understanding and concern about mutations over the past 150 or more years. Carlson’s historical approach in this book—examining the evolution of a concept—reveals the way science works, incrementally by small steps of additions and replacements rather than by dramatic, and rare, paradigm shifts.
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RNA molecules participate in and regulate a vast array of cellular processes, and the scientific community is now entering a new era in which some aspect of RNA biology—as a tool, a therapeutic, a diagnostic, or part of a fundamental process—is becoming increasingly important. But initiating RNA research can be intimidating, and without a thorough understanding of the challenges and complexities inherent in handling this fragile nucleic acid, forays into the RNA world can be quite frustrating. RNA: A Laboratory Manual provides a broad range of up-to-date techniques so that any investigator can confidently handle RNA and carry out meaningful experiments, from the most basic to the most sophisticated. Originating in four of the field’s most prominent laboratories and written with novices as well as more advanced researchers in mind, this manual provides the necessary background and strategies for approaching any RNA investigation in addition to detailed step-by-step protocols and extensive tips and troubleshooting information. RNA: A Laboratory Manual will enable any researcher to approach a wide variety of RNA-related problems with confidence and a high expectation of success.
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Can Your PCR System Profile microRNAs in Serum and Plasma?

Our new miRCURY LNA™ Universal RT microRNA PCR system provides the sensitivity needed to detect microRNA in small and difficult samples:

- **Broad coverage** Profiling of 742 microRNAs using only 70 µL serum/plasma – no need to pre-amplify
- **Superior sensitivity** Quantify individual microRNAs from as little as 1 pg total RNA
- **Excellent reproducibility** Reliable and robust data possible to analyze by melting curves

The system is based on Exiqon’s Locked Nucleic Acid (LNA™) technology resulting in unmatched specificity enabling detection even of AT-rich microRNAs with single nucleotide discrimination.

Contact Exiqon today or read more at www.exiqon.com
A New Type of Review Journal

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press announces the launch of a new monthly online publication, *Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Biology*. Spanning the complete spectrum of the molecular life sciences, the journal offers article collections that comprehensively survey topics in molecular, cell, and developmental biology, genetics, neuroscience, immunology, cancer biology, and molecular pathology. Written by leading researchers and commissioned by an eminent board of editors, subject collections grow with every issue of the journal. *Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Biology* is thus unmatched in its depth of coverage and represents an essential source for informed surveys and critical discussion of advances in emerging areas of biology.

**Scope:** Molecular Biology, Cell Biology, Developmental Biology, Genetics, Immunology, Neurobiology

**Monthly, online**
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